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HYDRAULIC EXTENDING AND FOLDING ACTION

3 POINT, FRONT-END OR LOADER LINK AGE

SHIFTS SIL AGE UP TO 135 CM IN HEIGHT 

WORKING WIDTH OF UP TO 570 CM 

300 CM TRANSPORT WIDTH
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Technical specifications are purely indicative. We at all times reserve the right to make interim changes without prior notice.

The leveller can be attached to 
the tractor’s 3 point linkage.

Can be front-end mounted or 
attached to a loader.

Both side panels fold in, giving the 
leveller a minimum transport width 

of 260 cm or 300 cm.

MAIZE LEVELLER

During the maize harvest, the distribution and compacting of silage can slow things down. Efficiency of the 
‘silage train’ is constantly improving, meaning that hourly capacity is increasing dramatically.

The Holaras maize leveller is a must-have if you want to keep up with the pace. With the hydraulic maize 
leveller, the arriving maize can be distributed very quickly and efficiently. That means no more queuing 
silage trailers and tippers. Thanks to the leveller’s individually extendable side wings, the edges of the silo 
can be filled to the top and neatly finished off. All leveller models can be fitted with lighting.

If your tractor or loader does not have enough hydraulic spool valves to fully operate the maize leveller, the 
implement can be fitted with an electro-hydraulic operating system for optimum use. This system can be 
combined with a universal Holaras remote control, allowing the central and wireless operation of all maize 
leveller functions.



ACCESSORIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

STEGO silage compactor

www.holaras.nl

MES 
570-H-115

MES 
570-H-135

MES 
470-H-115-F

MES 
430-H-115-FK

MES 
530-H-135-FK

Linkage Three-point, cat II Three-point, cat II Front / Shovel Front Front

Working width (cm) 570 570 470 430 530

Load shift height (cm) 115 135 115 115 135

Transport width (cm) 300 300 300 260 260

Weight (kg) 1600 1750 1400 1350 1450

Additional weights ○ ○ - - -
Loader attachment - - ○ ○ ○
Adjustability Rear- and forward folding side wings Forward folding side wings

Hydraulic link 2 DW (or electro-hydraulic)

Hydraulic capacity App. 40 litres at 180 bar

standard
optional
n/a
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